
The Westminster Buckingham Divan Bed Set

Introduction
The Westminster Buckingham Divan Bed Set comes with a beautifully crafted 26-inch tall
headboard and a preassembled footboard that match in color and fabric.
This is crafted by the reputable brand Westminster. This divan bed set features a strikingly tall
headboard and footboard, measuring 26 inches in height. The elevated headboard not only adds
a touch of sophistication to your bedroom but also provides excellent support for relaxation and
comfort.
The divan bed is made from strong white timber with solid sides and sturdy corners, so that it
lasts a long time. It has an anti-slip top to keep your mattress in place. The anti-slip top fabric
ensures your mattress stays in place securely. The Westminster Windsor Divan Bed Base is
created to support different types of mattresses. You can choose from a variety of fabrics,
colors, and options for drawers.
With its timeless aesthetic and attention to detail, this bed set is versatile enough to
complement various interior styles.

Features
- 26" Tall Upholstered Headboard
- Preassembled Matching Upholstered Footboard
- Solid Platform Top for stability
- Quality Timber Construction for durability
- Easy Assembly with U-Clips and Silver Chrome Glides
- Suitable for all mattress types
- Anti-Slip Top Fabric to keep your mattress secure
- Drawer Storage Options available
- Designed to complement our headboards
- Various Color and Fabric Choices
- Comes with Silver Chrome Glides
- Maximum User Weight: 50 Stones (including mattress), 75 Stones in Reinforced Base
- Made In the UK
- 2 Year Warranty

https://divanfactoryoutlet.co.uk/


Mattresses
Introducing our double-sided open coil memory mattress, designed for year-round
comfort. This 26cm deep mattress features a 13.5 Gauge Bonnell open coil spring unit
with a top layer of memory foam, wire rod support, and deep filling for optimal support.
The dual-season design ensures a cool feel in summer and warmth in winter, providing a
comfortable sleep experience. The quality soft knitted fabric offers additional comfort
with a hand-stitched border, air vents to keep the mattress dry and prevent moisture.
This great designed mattress also includes natural wool and cotton fillings, a super soft
fabric cover, Belgian fabric, and is hand-tufted for durability.
The mattress comes with a 1-year warranty and is proudly made in the UK.



Why Choose Us?
At our store, we offer a range of compelling reasons to make us your preferred choice-

1. Quality Products for Long-Lasting Satisfaction: We take pride in presenting top-rated
products that guarantee durability and satisfaction for our valued customers.

2. Masterful craftsmanship with a keen focus on details: We make our products with
great care, showing skilled craftsmanship and attention to detail.

3. Trendsetting Designs for Everyone: Stay fashion-forward with our trendsetting and
contemporary designs, tailored to cater to diverse tastes and preferences.

4. Stylish and Practical Products: Our offerings go beyond mere aesthetics; they are
designed for both style and practicality, delivering the best of both worlds.

5. Tailored Choices with Customization Options: Personalize your selections with our
customization options, enabling you to create products that align perfectly with your
unique needs and style.

6. Smooth and Hassle-Free Services: Enjoy a seamless shopping experience with our
hassle-free services, including convenient delivery options and responsive customer
support.

7. Clear and Honest Policies: We believe in transparency. Our policies are clear, ensuring
straightforward communication, fair practices, and terms that prioritize the convenience
of our customers.

8. Affordability without Compromising Quality: Despite the premium quality and
craftsmanship, our products are priced affordably, delivering exceptional value for your
investment.

9.Dedicated to Your Satisfaction: Our commitment is unwavering - we prioritize your
satisfaction. Your feedback is invaluable, and we continually strive to enhance your
experience with our products and services.

When you choose us, you're opting for reliability, style, and a dedication to transforming
your home into a more comfortable and aesthetically pleasing space. Explore our
offerings and experience the difference.



Conclusion-
In conclusion, the Westminster Buckingham Divan Bed Set with its impressive 26" High
Headboard and Footboard is more than just a piece of furniture. it's an investment in
style, comfort, and quality sleep. Its crafted with precision and designed for both
elegance and durability. This bed set transforms your bedroom into a luxurious haven.
Explore the customizable options to tailor it to your preferences. To enjoy ultimate
sophistication and relaxation, think about making the Westminster Buckingham Divan
Bed Set the focal point of your bedroom.
For current pricing and more details, visit the official Westminster website
(https://divanfactoryoutlet.co.uk/) or your local authorized retailer. Sweet dreams await!

https://divanfactoryoutlet.co.uk/

